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Copyright and Confidentiality Notice

This document is copyright © invinsec Limited.  All rights reserved.

The contents of this document may not be copied or duplicated in any form, in whole or in part, without 
the prior written permission of invinsec Limited. 

The information in this document is subject to change without notice and only the published version of this 
document is considered active.  invinsec Limited will not be liable for any damages resulting from technical 
omissions or errors which may be present in this document.

This document is an unpublished work protected by the United Kingdom laws and is proprietary to invinsec 
Limited.  Disclosure, copying, reproduction, merger, translation, modification, enhancement, or use of this 
document by anyone other than authorized employees of invinsec, authorised users, or licensees of invin-
sec Limited without the prior written consent of invinsec Limited is prohibited.
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1. Introduction

Threat intelligence is an elusive concept. Cyber-security vendors have developed numerous definitions for it 
based upon different procedural viewpoints. As a result,the key concept and principle of threat intelligence 
is explaining the role it plays within cyber-security and network defence, while offering advice and best 
practice.

This will equip the reader with a basic understanding of the benefits of threat intelligence and the 
importance of investing effort and resources into responding to it.

A definition of Threat Intelligence:

[It is] evidence-based knowledge, including context, mechanisms, indicators, implications and actionable 
advice, about an existing or emerging menace or hazard to assets that can be used to inform decisions 

regarding the subject’s response to that menace or hazard.

2. Name of Exploit

VPNFilter

3. Type of Exploit

Malware, Command and Control, Hardware Hijacking, Credential Stealer

4. How Exploit is Spread

Infected devices scan the internet looking for other devices running older and unpatched firmware.  These 
then use a range of public exploits or default credentials to access the device and implant the malware on 
the victim’s router.

5. Global Risk

High - This malware particularly targets devices in Ukraine and Russia, but it has been reported that more 
than 500.000 devices in over 54 countries have been infected. The malware being a multi-platform and 
multi-phase exploit, it has a diverse range of capabilities which include credentials stealing, traffic injection 
and rendering the device unusable.
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6. Company Risk / Organisational Risk

Medium - The attack has been targeting devices all over the world.  It primarily focuses on SOHO (Small 
Office/ Home Office) routers and NAS (Network Attached Storage) devices.
invinsec Threat Intelligence Analysts have found that you are not impacted or compromised by this mal-
ware and it is not currently present on any system monitored by the invinsec SOC.

7. Impact

The impact of the malware is considerable.  The exploit can be used to render an infected device inopera-
ble by deleting files necessary for normal operation. It deletes all files and folders related to its own op-
eration first before deleting the rest of the files on the system, possibly in an attempt to hide its presence 
during a forensic analysis. The exploit additionally allows the actor to deliver exploits to endpoints via a 
man-in-the-middle attack vectors (e.g. they can intercept network traffic and inject malicious code into it 
without the user’s knowledge. It will maintain presence in the host and can perform active espionage activ-
ities on the network and it has the ability to build a network of infected devices for them to work as a proxy 
for the actor to execute further attacks.

8. Summary

The malware will infect the device and it will gain persistence by modifying system files and download a 
range of additional modules that will extend the capabilities of the malware. It is worth acknowledging 
that these downloaded modules, do not have the same resolution as the malware core, but the functions 
that they enable include credential stealing, command execution into the host, Modbus SCADA packet 
interception, network packet sniffing and injection and one of the most important modules that enables 
the malware to delete core system files in the host, which renders unusable the device, potentially allowing 
the attackers to shut down or take over networks individually or en masse.
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9. How it Works

There are currently 3 stages in the malware’s life cycle. Infected hosts will scan and try to exploit vulnerable 
devices all over the world.

In the first stage, after exploiting the network device, the actual malware file will be downloaded and 
executed.  This is accomplished as the targeted devices usually run Busybox or Linux variants.

In the second stage, the malware reaches the image hosting website Photobucket where it looks for 
some images in a picture album.  From these specific images, it will extract the metadata which contains 
encrypted information to reach the real C&C (Command and Control) servers.  If the Photobucket method 
fails, it will reach the now seized domain toknowall[.]com, where it follows the same methodology.
In the third stage, the exploit communicates with the C&C servers, where it downloads the additional 
modules that extend the functionality of this malware.  As described earlier, some of the most important 
functions are:

• Credential Stealing:

• The malware will be intercepting network packets looking for domains in a predefined list. Then it 
uses different methods to reset the secure connections in order to be able to sniff the credentials 
on the sites.  It is known to perform this activity if it detects any connection to any website that 
belongs to Google or Facebook.

• It also searches for network packages that go towards well known infrastructure or monitoring 
services such as SCADA Modbus, or that match a certain rule that might indicate a presence of 
some authentication form.  This might include looking for the words ‘authorization’ ’password’ 
’username’ and others in the packet information.

• Command execution:

• The malware can listen for incoming commands and then execute them in the host. This could 
include downloading and executing files for some post exploitation in the host’s network.

• Kill switch:

• One of the functions which drew the attention of security professionals was the existence of some 
code that, when the correct command is triggered, start deleting the files created by the virus, 
stopping its processes in order to hide itself. It then proceeds to delete critical files and finally 
overwrite the flash memory in the device (the memory that usually contains the firmware) and 
reboot the system.  By the time the device tries to boot back again, it finds unrecoverable errors 
that would turn the host into a bricked (see Glossary) device, concealing all past activities that 
would lead to an investigation and linkage to the malware author.
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The following image explains the different stages of the malware:

10. Remediation / Prevention Advice

invinsec advises that customers implement the following preventative measures:
• Do not expose administrative interfaces or services to the Internet (unless required).
• Do not enable remote administration to your router
• Do not share your NAS with the Internet
• Keep your device up to date.
• Reboot any SOHO routers (list can be found below) that are being used within your organization, as 

the third stage modules do not have persistence.  This process will delete them from the system.
• Some NAS and SOHO routers users are advised to factory reset their devices.  This will remove 

other modules that are platform specific. 
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11. IoC’s

Known C2 Domains and IPs

ASSOCIATED WITH THE 1ST 
STAGE

photobucket[.]com/user/nikkireed11/library 
photobucket[.]com/user/kmila302/library 
photobucket[.]com/user/lisabraun87/library 
photobucket[.]com/user/eva_green1/library 
photobucket[.]com/user/monicabelci4/library 
photobucket[.]com/user/katyperry45/library 
photobucket[.]com/user/saragray1/library 
photobucket[.]com/user/millerfred/library 
photobucket[.]com/user/jeniferaniston1/library 
photobucket[.]com/user/amandaseyfried1/library 
photobucket[.]com/user/suwe8/library 
photobucket[.]com/user/bob7301/library toknowall[.]com

SSOCIATED WITH THE 2ND 
STAGE

91.121.109[.]209 
217.12.202[.]40 
94.242.222[.]68 
82.118.242[.]124 
46.151.209[.]33 
217.79.179[.]14 
91.214.203[.]144 
95.211.198[.]231 
195.154.180[.]60 
5.149.250[.]54 
91.200.13[.]76 
94.185.80[.]82 
62.210.180[.]229 
23[.]111[.]177[.]114 
zuh3vcyskd4gipkm[.]onion/bin32/update.php 6b57dcnonk2ed-
f5a[.]onion/bin32/update.php tljmmy4vmkqbdof4[.]onion/bin32/
update.php 4seiwn2ur4f65zo4.[]onion/bin256/update.php zm-
3lznxn27wtzkwa.[]onion/bin16/update.php
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11. IoC’s

Known File Hashes

1ST STAGE 
MALWARE

50ac4fcd3fbc8abcaa766449841b3a0a684b3e217 40935f1ac22c34c58a9ec
0e0094d9bd396a6594da8e21911a3982cd737b445f591581560d766755097d92

2ND STAGE
MALWARE

9683b04123d7e9fe4c8c26c69b09c2233f7e1440f828837422ce330040782d17 
d6097e942dd0fdc1fb28ec1814780e6ecc169ec6d24f9954e71954eedbc4c70e 
4b03288e9e44d214426a02327223b5e516b1ea29ce72fa25a2fcef9aa65c4b0b 
9eb6c779dbad1b717caa462d8e040852759436ed79cc2172692339bc62432387 
37e29b0ea7a9b97597385a12f525e13c3a7d02ba4161a6946f2a7d978cc045b4 
776cb9a7a9f5afbaffdd4dbd052c6420030b2c7c3058c1455e0a79df0e6f7a1d 
8a20dc9538d639623878a3d3d18d88da8b635ea52e5e2d0c2cce4a8c5a703db1 
0649fda8888d701eb2f91e6e0a05a2e2be714f564497c44a3813082ef8ff250b

3RD STAGE
MALWARE

f8286e29faa67ec765ae0244862f6b7914fcdde10423f96595cb84ad5cc6b344 
afd281639e26a717aead65b1886f98d6d6c258736016023b4e59de30b7348719

SELF-SIGNED
CERTIFICATE

d113ce61ab1e4bfcb32fb3c53bd3cdeee81108d02d3886f6e2286e0b6a006747 
c52b3901a26df1680acbfb9e6184b321f0b22dd6c4bb107e5e071553d375c851

FINGERPRINTS

f372ebe8277b78d50c5600d0e2af3fe29b1e04b5435a7149f04edd165743c16d 
be4715b029cbd3f8e2f37bc525005b2cb9cad977117a26fac94339a721e3f2a5 
27af4b890db1a611d0054d5d4a7d9a36c9f52dffeb67a053be9ea03a495a9302 
110da84f31e7868ad741bcb0d9f7771a0bb39c44785055e6da0ecc393598adc8 
fb47ba27dceea486aab7a0f8ec5674332ca1f6af962a1724df89d658d470348f 
b25336c2dd388459dec37fa8d0467cf2ac3c81a272176128338a2c1d7c083c78 
cd75d3a70e3218688bdd23a0f618add964603736f7c899265b1d8386b9902526 
110da84f31e7868ad741bcb0d9f7771a0bb39c44785055e6da0ecc393598adc8 
909cf80d3ef4c52abc95d286df8d218462739889b6be4762a1d2fac1adb2ec2b 
044bfa11ea91b5559f7502c3a504b19ee3c555e95907a98508825b4aa56294e4 
c0f8bde03df3dec6e43b327378777ebc35d9ea8cfe39628f79f20b1c40c1b412 
8f1d0cd5dd6585c3d5d478e18a85e7109c8a88489c46987621e01d21fab5095d 
d5dec646c957305d91303a1d7931b30e7fb2f38d54a1102e14fd7a4b9f6e0806 
c0f8bde03df3dec6e43b327378777ebc35d9ea8cfe39628f79f20b1c40c1b412
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12. List of Affected Devices

• ASUS DEVICES:
• RT-AC66U RT-N10 RT-N10E RT-N10U RT-N56U RT-N66U

D-LINK DEVICES:
• DES-1210-08P DIR-300 DIR-300A DSR-250N DSR-500N DSR-1000 DSR-1000N

• HUAWEI DEVICES:
• HG8245

• LINKSYS DEVICES:
• E1200 E2500 E3000 E3200 E4200 RV082 WRVS4400N

• MIKROTIK DEVICES:
• CCR1009CCR1016 CCR1036 CCR1072 CRS109 CRS112 CRS125 RB411 RB450 RB750 RB911 RB921 

RB941 RB951 RB952 RB960 RB962 RB1100 RB1200 RB2011 RB3011 STX5 the RB Groove and RB 
Omnitik

• NETGEAR DEVICES:
• DG834 DGN1000 DGN2200 DGN3500 FVS318N MBRN3000 R6400 R7000 R8000 WNR1000 

WNR2000 WNR2200 WNR4000 WNDR3700 WNDR4000 WNDR4300 WNDR4300-TN UTM50

• QNAP DEVICES:
• TS251 TS439 Pro and QNAP NAS devices running QTS software

• TP-LINK DEVICES:
• R600VPN TL-WR741ND TL-WR841N

• UBIQUITI DEVICES:
• NSM2 and the PBE model M5

• ZTE DEVICES:
• ZXHN-H108N
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Appendix – Threat Intelligence Severity Scale and Definitions

Severity Terminology Definition

0 Unknown
There is not enough info to assess Threat 

Level.

1 Suspicious

There has been no confirmed malicious 
activity, but suspicious or questionable ac-
tivity has been observed from an unknown 

threat.

2 Low

This indicator represents an unsophisticated 
adversary — it may be purely opportunistic 
and short term or indicate pre-compromise 

activity.

3 Moderate

This indicator may represent a capable 
adversary — their actions are moderately 

directed and determined, and the indicator 
corresponds to the delivery/exploitation/

installation phase.

4 High

This indicator can be attributed to an 
advanced adversary and represents that 

targeted and persistent activity has already 
taken place.

5 Critical

This indicator represents a highly skilled and 
resourced adversary — it should be re-

served for those adversaries with unlimited 
capability and is critical at any phase of the 

intrusion.


